1. The Outdoor Skills Shooting Sports (OSSS) trailer will only be available to counties who have certified OSSS instructors.

2. No one under the age of 21 can supervise (run) the range on the trailer.

3. Anyone running the trailer must be a current 4-H Leader registered with a county Extension office or a current extension staff.

4. Individuals between 16 and 21 may help with running a trailer activity but must be in direct supervision (on site at all times) of adults listed in rules 1 and 2.

5. If for some reason an adult cannot provide direct supervision, then all shooting activities must be shut down.

6. All who run the OSSS trailer must have received safety operation training before being allowed to supervise.

7. All who run and those shooting must have protective eye wear on. Protective eye wear will be available with trailer.

8. The state will provide trailer, eye protection and supplies (guns, pellets, co2 and silhouette targets).

9. Those wishing to use the trailer must pick it up and return it.

10. Anyone transporting the trailer must be 21 or older and provide proof of adequate automobile insurance and proper trailer set up (2" ball and lighting connection).

11. Those using the trailer are responsible for any and all prizes.

12. The county and state will share the proceeds for trailer #1 when used for a fund raiser for both county and state SS programs. The county/club will receive 75% of gross revenue and the state SS program will receive 25%.

13. The ND 4-H SS program will keep the SS trailer in good operating condition. Users will be responsible for damage occurred that exceed normal wear and tear.

14. To reserve the OSSS trailer contact the ND 4-H SSP Adrian Biewer, at 701-231-6184 or e-mail Adrian.biewer@ndsu.edu